
Six 24 Hour Days 
Call to Worship: Genesis 1 Paraphrased (NKJV Version)


Main Text: Genesis 1 and Genesis 2:1-2


• Genesis Paraphrased                                                     Genesis 1 / Genesis 2:1-2 
- (Genesis 1) “God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. So the evening and 

the morning were the first day. Then God said, “Let there be a firmament in the midst of the 
waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters.” “So the evening and the morning were the 
second day. Then God said, “Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into one 
place, and let the dry land appear”; and it was so.” “So the evening and the morning were the 
third day.” “Then God made two great lights: the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser 
light to rule the night. He made the stars also.” “So the evening and the morning were the 
fourth day.” “God created great sea creatures and every living thing that moves…” “So the 
evening and the morning were the fifth day. Then God said, “Let the earth bring forth the living 
creature according to its kind: cattle and creeping thing and beast of the earth, each according 
to its kind”; and it was so.” “God created man in His own image; in the image of God He 
created him; male and female He created them.” “So the evening and the morning were the 
sixth day.” (Call to Worship)


- (Genesis 2:1-2) Thus the heavens and the earth, and all the host of them, were finished. And on 
the seventh day God ended His work which He had done, and He rested on the seventh day 
from all His work which He had done. (After Communion)


• Origins of a 7 Day Week                                       Genesis 1 / Genesis 2:1-2 / Exodus 20:11 
- Exodus 20:11 
- 7 Day week comes from Genesis.

- No where else will you find a reason for a 7 day week, but the Bible.

- Length of a years differ with location, but the week stays constant.

- If Genesis is the basis of the week how then could the Genesis days be thousands or millions 

of years? 

- If this were true then our week should be, say, 7 thousand years! 


• Genesis is the Foundation                                                                Genesis 1-2   
- The Bible is God’s Infallible Word. (Infallible = Incapable of mistakes.)

- Proverbs 30:5-6 
- Man tries to fit their Fallible words into God’s Infallible words.


- Man sees an Old Universe and assumes it has always been this way and must 
be millions and billions of years old. 


- Remember, God creates new things mature. 

- (Adam wasn’t a Baby he was created mature)

- (The water turned to wine was vintage and the best = old) 

- (The Universe was created mature.)

- A Mature Universe explains the signs of an Old Universe we see today.







- Genesis is the beginning, without it the Bible makes no sense.

- Lord of the Rings without the first few chapters.

- In the same way… (Bible - Genesis = No Purpose for Rest)

- Without Genesis Jesus died for nothing and christianity collapses.

- If Genesis can be changed then what else in the Bible can be changed?


• Changing the Bible?                                         Joshua 6:1-27 / Jonah 1-2 / Luke 24 

- Joshua went around Jericho for 7 days. Why not 7 thousand years?

- Jonah was in the Great Fish for 3 days. Why not 3 million years?

- Jesus was in the tomb for 3 days. Why not 3 billion years? 

- If Genesis is wrong then so are these stories. 

- How do we know if the word day actually means a 24 hour day?


• Yom (Not Yum)                                                                                        Genesis 1-2 
- Yom = A 24 hour day or the daylight period of a 24 hour day or a period of time.

- When does Day mean a 24 hour day? 


- Ex = “In Bob’s day (Time) it took 10 days (24 Hour Periods) to drive across America during the 
day (Daylight).


- When Day is used….

- “Day” + Number = 24 Hour Day (Used 410 Times in Bible)

- “Day” + “Night” = 24 Hour Day (Used 52 Times in Bible)

- “Day” + “Evening” or “Morning” = 24 Hour Day (Used 23 Times in Bible)

- “Evening” + “Morning” = 24 Hour Day (Used 38 Times in Bible)


- Genesis alone repeats all of these key components multiple times.

- Genesis provides evidence for six 24 hour days of creation.


- Science = The search for causes. 

- Types of Causes = Natural and Intelligent (EX = Grand Canyon vs  Mt. Rushmore)

- Types of Science = Historical and Observational (EX = Creation of World and Tech, etc..)

- Observational Science = Observable, Testable, and Repeatable.

- Historical Science = Happens only once and is in the past.

- Observational Science agrees with the Bible.

- Historical Science agrees with the Bible, but can clash due to assumptions.

- Historical science is like the forensics used at a crime scene.  It reconstructs 

what must have happened with clues & assumptions,



• Other Issues                                                  Genesis / 2 Peter 3:8 / Genesis 5 / John 2 
- 2 Peter 3:8 


- “A day is like a thousand years.” (Taken at face value it could pass proof.)

(a) Context is everything. If you are to read just a little further you find, “A thousand years 

is like a day.” This falsifies the statement above.

(b) To contrast something you must have a literal meaning. If the literal meaning of day is 

a “thousand years” then the argument made makes no sense. It then reads, “a 
thousand years is like a thousand years.”


(c) This quote from the Bible isn’t even referencing Genesis it is discussing how God is 
outside of time.


- The word “Day” in Genesis is actually used symbolically.

(a) A word can’t be symbolically unless it has been given a literal definition.

(b) “Day” as a word, gets its origin in Genesis.  It can’t be symbolic.


(c) Just like we know that Jesus is not the literal “door,” as we read in John 2, we also 
understand that “day” in Genesis is a real day.


- God used evolution and millions of years, to create the universe.

(a) Evolution requires death and suffering, which doesn’t make sense if Adam caused 

these things. If Adam was the final product of evolution, then how did he cause death 
to enter the world before it started? (Romans 5:12)  


(b) If God used evolution then he blatantly said that murder, cannibalism, death, and much 
more were “good.” If evolution were true then God would be evil. God is good and 
hates sin and death. He died to end those things, so why would he call them “good?”


(c) There is much more, but we can’t get into it all now.



